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Science And Human Behavior Oxford
University Press
This book will help those wishing to teach a
course in technical writing, or who wish to
write themselves.
Agricultural Extension Karger Medical and
Scientific Publishers
"This book takes the somewhat daunting process of
database design and breaks it into completely
manageable and understandable components.
Mike's approach whilst simple is completely
professional, and I can recommend this book to any
novice database designer." --Sandra Barker,
Lecturer, University of South Australia, Australia
"Databases are a critical infrastructure technology
for information systems and today's business. Mike
Hernandez has written a literate explanation of
database technology--a topic that is intricate and
often obscure. If you design databases yourself, this
book will educate you about pitfalls and show you
what to do. If you purchase products that use a
database, the book explains the technology so that
you can understand what the vendor is doing and
assess their products better." --Michael Blaha,
consultant and trainer, author of A Manager's
Guide to Database Technology "If you told me that

Mike Hernandez could improve on the first edition
of Database Design for Mere Mortals I wouldn't
have believed you, but he did! The second edition is
packed with more real-world examples, detailed
explanations, and even includes database-design
tools on the CD-ROM! This is a must-read for
anyone who is even remotely interested in relational
database design, from the individual who is called
upon occasionally to create a useful tool at work, to
the seasoned professional who wants to brush up on
the fundamentals. Simply put, if you want to do it
right, read this book!" --Matt Greer, Process
Control Development, The Dow Chemical
Company "Mike's approach to database design is
totally common-sense based, yet he's adhered to all
the rules of good relational database design. I use
Mike's books in my starter database-design class,
and I recommend his books to anyone who's
interested in learning how to design databases or
how to write SQL queries." --Michelle Poolet,
President, MVDS, Inc. "Slapping together
sophisticated applications with poorly designed data
will hurt you just as much now as when Mike wrote
his first edition, perhaps even more. Whether you're
just getting started developing with data or are a
seasoned pro; whether you've read Mike's previous
book or this is your first; whether you're happier
letting someone else design your data or you love
doing it yourself--this is the book for you. Mike's
ability to explain these concepts in a way that's not
only clear, but fun, continues to amaze me." --From
the Foreword by Ken Getz, MCW Technologies,
coauthor ASP.NET Developer's JumpStart "The
first edition of Mike Hernandez's book Database
Design for Mere Mortals was one of the few books
that survived the cut when I moved my office to
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smaller quarters. The second edition expands and
improves on the original in so many ways. It is not
only a good, clear read, but contains a remarkable
quantity of clear, concise thinking on a very
complex subject. It's a must for anyone interested in
the subject of database design." --Malcolm C.
Rubel, Performance Dynamics Associates "Mike's
excellent guide to relational database design
deserves a second edition. His book is an essential
tool for fledgling Microsoft Access and other
desktop database developers, as well as for
client/server pros. I recommend it highly to all my
readers." --Roger Jennings, author of Special
Edition Using Access 2002 "There are no silver
bullets! Database technology has advanced
dramatically, the newest crop of database servers
perform operations faster than anyone could have
imagined six years ago, but none of these
technological advances will help fix a bad database
design, or capture data that you forgot to include!
Database Design for Mere Mortals(TM), Second
Edition, helps you design your database right in the
first place!" --Matt Nunn, Product Manager, SQL
Server, Microsoft Corporation "When my brother
started his professional career as a developer, I gave
him Mike's book to help him understand database
concepts and make real-world application of
database technology. When I need a refresher on
the finer points of database design, this is the book I
pick up. I do not think that there is a better
testimony to the value of a book than that it gets
used. For this reason I have wholeheartedly
recommended to my peers and students that they
utilize this book in their day-to-day development
tasks." --Chris Kunicki, Senior Consultant,
OfficeZealot.com "Mike has always had an
incredible knack for taking the most complex topics,
breaking them down, and explaining them so that
anyone can 'get it.' He has honed and polished his
first very, very good edition and made it even better.
If you're just starting out building database
applications, this book is a must-read cover to cover.
Expert designers will find Mike's approach fresh
and enlightening and a source of great material for
training others." --John Viescas, President, Viescas
Consulting, Inc., author of Running Microsoft
Access 2000 and coauthor of SQL Queries for Mere
Mortals "Whether you need to learn about
relational database design in general, design a

relational database, understand relational database
terminology, or learn best practices for
implementing a relational database, Database
Design for Mere Mortals(TM), Second Edition, is
an indispensable book that you'll refer to often.
With his many years of real-world experience
designing relational databases, Michael shows you
how to analyze and improve existing databases,
implement keys, define table relationships and
business rules, and create data views, resulting in
data integrity, uniform access to data, and reduced
data-entry errors." --Paul Cornell, Site Editor,
MSDN Office Developer Center Sound database
design can save hours of development time and
ensure functionality and reliability. Database Design
for Mere Mortals(TM), Second Edition, is a
straightforward, platform-independent tutorial on
the basic principles of relational database design. It
provides a commonsense design methodology for
developing databases that work. Database design
expert Michael J. Hernandez has expanded his best-
selling first edition, maintaining its hands-on
approach and accessibility while updating its
coverage and including even more examples and
illustrations. This edition features a CD-ROM that
includes diagrams of sample databases, as well as
design guidelines, documentation forms, and
examples of the database design process. This book
will give you the knowledge and tools you need to
create efficient and effective relational databases.
The Pandemic Century: One Hundred
Years of Panic, Hysteria, and Hubris
Motilal Banarsidass Publishe
The psychology classic—a detailed study
of scientific theories of human nature and
the possible ways in which human
behavior can be predicted and
controlled—from one of the most influential
behaviorists of the twentieth century and
the author of Walden Two. “This is an
important book, exceptionally well
written, and logically consistent with the
basic premise of the unitary nature of
science. Many students of society and
culture would take violent issue with most
of the things that Skinner has to say, but
even those who disagree most will find
this a stimulating book.” —Samuel M.
Strong, The American Journal of
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Sociology “This is a remarkable
book—remarkable in that it presents a
strong, consistent, and all but exhaustive
case for a natural science of human
behavior…It ought to be…valuable for
those whose preferences lie with, as well
as those whose preferences stand against,
a behavioristic approach to human
activity.” —Harry Prosch, Ethics

The Speculative Turn Harvard
University Press
A New York Times Bestseller
Winner of the James Beard
Award for General Cooking and
the IACP Cookbook of the Year
Award "The one book you must
have, no matter what you’re
planning to cook or where
your skill level falls."—New
York Times Book Review Ever
wondered how to pan-fry a
steak with a charred crust
and an interior that's
perfectly medium-rare from
edge to edge when you cut
into it? How to make homemade
mac 'n' cheese that is as
satisfyingly gooey and
velvety-smooth as the blue
box stuff, but far tastier?
How to roast a succulent,
moist turkey (forget about
brining!)—and use a foolproof
method that works every time?
As Serious Eats's culinary
nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji
López-Alt has pondered all
these questions and more. In
The Food Lab, Kenji focuses
on the science behind beloved
American dishes, delving into
the interactions between
heat, energy, and molecules

that create great food. Kenji
shows that often, conventional
methods don’t work that well,
and home cooks can achieve far
better results using new—but
simple—techniques. In hundreds
of easy-to-make recipes with
over 1,000 full-color images,
you will find out how to make
foolproof Hollandaise sauce in
just two minutes, how to
transform one simple tomato
sauce into a half dozen
dishes, how to make the
crispiest, creamiest potato
casserole ever conceived, and
much more.
ISUW 2021 Indiana University Press
The wildly popular YouTube star behind
CLEAN MY SPACE presents the
breakthrough solution to cleaning better with
less effort Melissa Maker is beloved by fans all
over the world for her completely re-
engineered approach to cleaning. As the
dynamic new authority on home and living,
Melissa knows that to invest any of our
precious time in cleaning, we need to see big,
long-lasting results. So, she developed her
method to help us get the most out of our
effort and keep our homes fresh and
welcoming every day. In her long-awaited
debut book, she shares her revolutionary
3-step solution: � Identify the most
important areas (MIAs) in your home that
need attention � Select the proper products,
tools, and techniques (PTT) for the job �
Implement these new cleaning routines so
that they stick Clean My Space takes the
chore out of cleaning with Melissa’s
incredible tips and cleaning hacks (the power
of pretreating!), her lightning fast 5–10
minute “express clean” routines for every
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room when time is tightest, and her techniques
for cleaning even the most daunting places
and spaces. And a big bonus: Melissa gives
guidance on the best non-toxic, eco-
conscious cleaning products and offers natural
cleaning solution recipes you can make at
home using essential oils to soothe and refresh.
With Melissa’s simple, groundbreaking
method you can truly live in a cleaner, more
cheerful, and calming home all the time.
Teaching at Its Best Library of Alexandria
Guattari's final book is a succinct summary of his
socio-philosophical outlook. It includes critical
reflections on Lacanian psychoanalysis,
structuralism, information theory,
postmodernism, and the thought of Heidegger,
Bakhtin, Barthes, and others.
Business Week W. W. Norton & Company
The timeless and practical advice in The Magic of
Thinking Big clearly demonstrates how you can:
Sell more Manage better Lead fearlessly Earn
more Enjoy a happier, more fulfilling life With
applicable and easy-to-implement insights,
you’ll discover: Why believing you can succeed
is essential How to quit making excuses The
means to overcoming fear and finding
confidence How to develop and use creative
thinking and dreaming Why making (and
getting) the most of your attitudes is critical How
to think right towards others The best ways to
make “action” a habit How to find victory in
defeat Goals for growth, and How to think like a
leader "Believe Big,” says Schwartz. “The size
of your success is determined by the size of your
belief. Think little goals and expect little
achievements. Think big goals and win big
success. Remember this, too! Big ideas and big
plans are often easier -- certainly no more
difficult - than small ideas and small plans."
The Magic of Thinking Big MIT Press
In the history of electronic communication, the last
quarter of the nineteenth century holds a special
place, for it was during this period that the telephone,
phonograph, electric light, wireless, and cinema were
all invented. In When old Technologies Were New,

Carolyn Marvin explores how two of these new
inventions--the telephone and the electric light--were
publicly envisioned at the end of the nineteenth
century, as seen in specialized engineering journals
and popular media. Marvin pays particular attention
to the telephone, describing how it disrupted
established social relations, unsettling customary ways
of dividing the private person and family from the
more public setting of the community. On the lighter
side, she describes how people spoke louder when
calling long distance, and how they worried about
catching contagious diseases over the phone. A
particularly powerful chapter deals with telephonic
precursors of radio broadcasting--the "Telephone
Herald" in New York and the "Telefon Hirmondo" of
Hungary--and the conflict between the technological
development of broadcasting and the attempt to
impose a homogenous, ethnocentric variant of Anglo-
Saxon culture on the public. While focusing on the
way professionals in the electronics field tried to
control the new media, Marvin also illuminates the
broader social impact, presenting a wide-ranging,
informative, and entertaining account of the early
years of electronic media.
The Electrical Review America's Test Kitchen
Continental philosophy has entered a new
period of ferment. The long deconstructionist
era was followed with a period dominated by
Deleuze, which has in turn evolved into a new
situation still difficult to define. However, one
common thread running through the new
brand of continental positions is a renewed
attention to materialist and realist options in
philosophy. Among the current giants of this
generation, this new focus takes numerous
different and opposed forms. It might be hard
to find many shared positions in the writings
of Badiou, DeLanda, Laruelle, Latour,
Stengers, and Zizek, but what is missing from
their positions is an obsession with the
critique of written texts. All of them elaborate
a positive ontology, despite the
incompatibility of their results. Meanwhile,
the new generation of continental thinkers is
pushing these trends still further, as seen in
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currents ranging from transcendental
materialism to the London-based speculative
realism movement to new revivals of Derrida.
As indicated by the title The Speculative Turn,
the new currents of continental philosophy
depart from the text-centered hermeneutic
models of the past and engage in daring
speculations about the nature of reality itself.
This anthology assembles authors, of several
generations and numerous nationalities, who
will be at the center of debate in continental
philosophy for decades to come.
Mathematical Writing Simon and Schuster
The Complete Guide to Pressure Canning is a safe,
practical, step-by-step resource to preserve the low-
acid foods that you love. From soups and stews, to
meals-in-a-jar, to kitchen staples like broths and
beans, pressure canning is a time-honored craft that
allows you to safely and affordably preserve the food
your family loves to eat. Written by The Canning
Diva(R) Diane Devereaux, The Complete Guide to
Pressure Canning delivers everything you need to
confidently achieve pressure canning perfection.
With The Complete Guide to Pressure Canning you
will discover the ease of pressure canning, understand
the science behind safe food preservation, and enjoy
delicious recipes for stocking your kitchen and
feeding your family. In the pages of this all-in-one
pressure canning roadmap you'll find: An overview
of pressure canning basics that includes guidance for
buying a pressure canner and pressure canning
fundamentals More than 80 pressure canning recipes
for: stocks, broths, soups, and stews; meats including
wild game and fish; meals-in-a-jar; tomatoes and
vegetables; beans and legumes; and more Pressure
canning charts for safely canning vegetables and
meats that include quantity, yield, jar size, processing
time, and PSI gauge guidance A "First Batches"
Chapter that includes two practice recipes for those
new to pressure canning With The Complete Guide
to Pressure Canning, readers of all skill levels will
learn to successfully preserve and serve wholesome,
nourishing foods that everyone will enjoy.
Pressure Cooker Perfection Penguin
“Useful and relevant. . . . Greenberg’s writing is
clear and concise. Each section starts with easy tips . . .
then wades into bigger, trickier concepts.” —New

York Times Book Review A celebrated writer on food
and sustainability offers fifty straightforward, impactful
rules for climate-friendly living We all understand just
how dire the circumstances facing our planet are and
that we all need to do our part to stem the tide of
climate change. When we look in the mirror, we can
admit that we desperately need to go on a climate diet.
But the task of cutting down our carbon emissions
feels overwhelming and the discipline required hard to
summon. With The Climate Diet, award-winning
food and environmental writer Paul Greenberg offers
us the practical, accessible guide we all need. It
contains fifty achievable steps we can take to live our
daily lives in a way that's friendlier to the planet--from
what we eat, how we live at home, how we travel, and
how we lobby businesses and elected officials to do the
right thing. Chock-full of simple yet revelatory
guidance, The Climate Diet empowers us to cast aside
feelings of helplessness and start making positive
changes for the good of our planet.
The Hatha Yoga Pradipika John Wiley & Sons
Sections include: experiments and generalised
causal inference; statistical conclusion validity
and internal validity; construct validity and
external validity; quasi-experimental designs that
either lack a control group or lack pretest
observations on the outcome; quasi-experimental
designs that use both control groups and pretests;
quasi-experiments: interrupted time-series
designs; regresssion discontinuity designs;
randomised experiments: rationale, designs, and
conditions conducive to doing them; practical
problems 1: ethics, participation recruitment and
random assignment; practical problems 2:
treatment implementation and attrition;
generalised causal inference: a grounded theory;
generalised causal inference: methods for single
studies; generalised causal inference: methods for
multiple studies; a critical assessment of our
assumptions.
Telegraphic Journal and Monthly Illustrated
Review of Electrical Science Vintage
Hal Wallis might not be as well known as
David O. Selznick or Samuel Goldwyn, but
the films he produced -- Casablanca, Jezebel,
Now Voyager, The Life of Emile Zola, Becket,
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True Grit, and many other classics (as well as
scores of Elvis movies) -- have certainly
endured. As producer of numerous films,
Wallis made an indelible mark on the course
of America's film industry, but his
contributions are often overlooked and no full-
length study has yet assessed his incredible
career. A former office boy and salesman,
Wallis first engaged with the business of film as
the manager of a Los Angeles movie theater in
1922. He attracted the notice of the Warner
brothers, who hired him as a publicity
assistant. Within three months he was director
of the department, and appointments to
studio manager and production executive
quickly followed. Wallis went on to oversee
dozens of productions and formed his own
production company in 1944. Bernard F. Dick
draws on numerous sources such as Wallis's
personal production files and exclusive
interviews with many of his contemporaries to
finally tell the full story of his illustrious career.
Dick combines his knowledge of behind-the-
scenes Hollywood with fascinating anecdotes
to create a portrait of one of Hollywood's early
power players.
When Old Technologies Were New John Wiley
& Sons
This book shows how vitamin A deficiency –
before the vitamin was known to scientists –
affected millions of people throughout history. It
is a story of sailors and soldiers, penniless
mothers, orphaned infants, and young children
left susceptible to blindness and fatal infections.
We also glimpse the fortunate ones who, with
ample vitamin A-rich food, escaped this elusive
stalker. Why were people going blind and dying?
To unravel this puzzle, scientists around the
world competed over the course of a century.
Their persistent efforts led to the identification of
vitamin A and its essential role in health. As a
primary focus of today’s international public
health efforts, vitamin A has saved hundreds of

thousands of lives. But, we discover, they could
save many more were it not for obstacles erected
by political and ideological zealots who lack a
historical perspective of the problem. Although
exhaustively researched and documented, this
book is written for intellectually curious lay
readers as well as for specialists. Public health
professionals, nutritionists, and historians of
science and medicine have much to learn from
this book about the cultural and scientific origins
of their disciplines. Likewise, readers interested in
military and cultural history will learn about the
interaction of health, society, science, and politics.
The author’s presentation of vitamin A
deficiency is likely to become a classic case study
of health disparities in the past as well as the
present.
Clean My Space University Press of Kentucky
This new edition includes an update on HIV
disease/AIDS, recently developed HIV rapid
tests to diagnose HIV infection and screen
donor blood, and current information on
antiretroviral drugs and the laboratory
monitoring of antiretroviral therapy.
Information on the epidemiology and
laboratory investigation of other pathogens
has also been brought up to date. Several new,
rapid, simple to perform
immunochromatographic tests to assist in the
diagnosis of infectious diseases are described,
including those for brucellosis, cholera,
dengue, leptospirosis, syphilis and hepatitis.
Recently developed IgM antibody tests to
investigate typhoid fever are also described.
The new classification of salmonellae has been
introduced. Details of manufacturers and
suppliers now include website information
and e-mail addresses. The haematology and
blood transfusion chapters have been
updated, including a review of haemoglobin
measurement methods in consideration of the
high prevalence of anaemia in developing
countries. "The volume is packed with much
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valuable information, which is presented in a
format that is readily readable. There are
ample clear illustrations, tables and
photographs to render the various
information easy to digest. The authors have
succeeded in producing a work that will fulfil
an important need for developing countries. I
highly recommend this book, with its Part I
counterpart, to anyone with an interest in the
practice of laboratory medicine." Pathology
"...District Laboratory Practice in Tropical
Countries sets the gold standard, and is an
essential read and reference for anyone
engaged in clinical laboratory practice in the
tropics." Tropical Doctor Book jacket.
The Engineer Penguin
In 1996 physicist Alan Sokal published an essay in
Social Text--an influential academic journal of
cultural studies--touting the deep similarities between
quantum gravitational theory and postmodern
philosophy. Soon thereafter, the essay was revealed as
a brilliant parody, a catalog of nonsense written in the
cutting-edge but impenetrable lingo of postmodern
theorists. The event sparked a furious debate in
academic circles and made the headlines of
newspapers in the U.S. and abroad. Now in
Fashionable Nonsense: Postmodern Intellectuals'
Abuse of Science, Sokal and his fellow physicist Jean
Bricmont expand from where the hoax left off. In a
delightfully witty and clear voice, the two thoughtfully
and thoroughly dismantle the pseudo-scientific
writings of some of the most fashionable French and
American intellectuals. More generally, they
challenge the widespread notion that scientific
theories are mere "narrations" or social constructions.
The Process of Education, Revised Edition
Springer Nature
100 foolproof pressure-cooker recipes that will
change the way you cook. In Pressure Cooker
Perfection, the first volume in our new test
kitchen handbook series, the editors at America's
Test Kitchen demystify an appliance that to many
home cooks remains intimidating -- but
shouldn't. Modern pressure cookers are safer,
quieter, more reliable, and more user-friendly
than old-fashioned jiggle-top models. And they

can prepare a wide range of foods -- everything
from barbecue to risotto -- in record time.
Cooking under pressure results in better-tasting
dishes because every drop of flavor is trapped in
the sealed pot. This fact, combined with the
shorter cooking time, means that your dishes will
be supercharged with flavor. And cooking under
pressure is versatile. While they're ideal for roasts
and stews, pressure cookers can also turn out
perfectly tender beans, grains, and legumes in
short order. If ever there was a cooking method
that could benefit from the obsessive trial and
error that our test kitchen is known for, this is it.
When cooking time is compressed, every minute
matters, and when flavors are amplified, even a
small change becomes significant. We ran
hundreds of tests in fifteen pressure cookers to
find out what works and what doesn't, and we
deliver the foolproof, guaranteed-successful
recipes in Pressure Cooker Perfection. With this
foolproof guide to cooking under pressure, every
home cook will be guaranteed success.
The Complete Book of Ford Mustang Om Books
International
On history of communication
Hal Wallis Stanford University Press
Jerome Bruner shows that the basic concepts
of science and the humanities can be grasped
intuitively at a very early age. Bruner's
foundational case for the spiral curriculum
has influenced a generation of educators and
will continue to be a source of insight into the
goals and methods of the educational process.
The Climate Diet Picador
The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is the
premier public resource on scientific and
technological developments that impact
global security. Founded by Manhattan
Project Scientists, the Bulletin's iconic
"Doomsday Clock" stimulates solutions for a
safer world.
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